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TREllIs
In the boundless universe of imagination, anything becomes possible. So, on
OUR trellis grows not roses but
diamonds. Why not? The fascination here
is spring green against royal, so we do not
recommend an alternative color. But if you
have to, try white. Done on a 3” royal ball.

BuTTERCup
In some lovely fantasy, you might gently
push aside a few emerald blades of grass,
and gaze at this buttercup, jeweled
with dew. Done on a 3” yellow ball.

MARCH TO THE BEAT
“If a man loses pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music
which he hears, however measured, or far
away.”
—Henry David Thoreau
Dare to be different! On this one, your
drum selections are ecru, red, and pine
green. Beat your drum loudly!!

HYACINTH
If we were asked to sum up our inspiration
of Holland, it might be reduced to two
words: “ingenuity” and “cleanliness.” However, “beauty” would not be far behind…but
that word could hardly describe the Keukenhoff Gardens. It has many acres of gardens
in surprise shapes, where colors one would
never think of combining,
are so artfully arranged,
one is left somewhat weak
in dumbfound admiration.
For us, one bed of grape hyacinths going off into a seeming
infinity, in the sunlight, seemed
edged in silver. On a 3” purple ball. You might want to
change the ball to anything
that goes with purple and
lavender, like gold, white,
lavender, or if you’re brave,
why not the color of new grass,
celery!
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lET THEM EAT CAKE!
Marie Antoinette, daughter of Marie
Theresa, archduchess of Austria, had a
dark side to her but she still shined like
gold. Here we capture the tragedy of her
life amid the beauty of her reign as the
wife of Louis XVI of France. Choose your
cameo color and then choose your 3” ball
color.

sEAHORsE uNTAMEd REVIsEd
Who would want to tame a seahorse,
anyway? How nice to think of them
swimming away free—unharnessed— and glistening!! Done here
on a 3” emerald ball but you can
choose any of the alternative 20 colors we offer.

dyNAsTy
A succession of kings, of the
same line; the continued lordship of rulers. You might want
to hand this one down to your
successor. Done on a 2 ½”
white ball.

THE EMpREss
German princess Alexandra, and
Nicholas, the future tsar of Russia, fell deeply in love. After a
whirlwind romance, the starcrossed lovers were joined
in marriage. Their love for
each other never faltered.
Alexandra wrote in her
diary, “Even more and
more, stronger and deeper,
grow my love and devotion,
and my longing for you.” Available on Black, Purple, Royal and
Spring Green.
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